
Make paving as  
easy as 1-2-3.

EASY PAVE

Biomag Easy Pave is a bio-based topical treatment that transforms  

old scraps of RAP into new low-volume roadways, parking lots or driveways 

by binding and sealing asphalt millings. Its three-step process is so simple 

that property owners can actually complete projects themselves.  

And it also cures in less time than the competition. Period.

A brand of

Pave new  
surfaces in just 

three simple steps.

Seal and bind 
millings with  

sustainable spray.

Reuse material  
to cut costs and 
reduce footprint.

Go to work 
where traditional 
blacktop won’t.

Start driving on 
the surface as soon 

as you want.



+1-888-663-6980    |    asphalt@colorbiotics.com

Beneath the surface. 
Biomag Easy Pave uses a spray-on application  

of soybean oil-derived science to remove the effects  

of aging from the RAP’s binder, and as a result,  

it also removes deep micro-fractures in the material.  

This treatment is specifically formulated for projects  

where traditional asphalt applications are less  

efficient or altogether unnecessary, while fulfilling 

sustainability specifications and supporting  

environmental initiatives.

THE THREE-STEP PROCESS:
PRODUCT 86%

STEP 1

Spread asphalt millings evenly across 
the desired surface area and spray 
Biomag Easy Pave on the loose millings.

STEP 2

Compact the treated millings to form the 
new surface. Before and after compaction, 
Biomag Easy Pave travels throughout  
the recycled material, binding the pore 
structure and sealing the surface.

STEP 3

Let the surface cure for two weeks.  
You can continue to use the surface  
as it cures — and Biomag Easy Pave 
will continue to clean up any remaining 
signs of aging at the same time.

DATA FROM A PROJECT IN OHIO:

“Our crew put down six inches of asphalt millings, 
applied the Easy Pave product and compacted 

the area with an asphalt roller. Biomag Easy Pave 
completely transformed our damp and wet six-acre 
lot into a dry, stable pavement surface in a fraction 

of the time we thought it would take.” 

Jim Weber OWNER OF OHIO MULCH SUPPLY, INC.0
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No Binding Agent

Competitor A

Biomag Easy Pave

Hot Mix Asphalt Pavement


